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Student
Council
Only Does it For
the Free Breakfast
By Satchel Cornspeaker
DEERFIELD, IL- We all
thought that those student council guys
were good people. But just yesterday
they proved us all wrong.
President of the Student
Council Emailing Committee, Gordon
Thawdy, recently confessed that the
only reason anyone does Student
Council is for the
free breakfast.
When we
asked young Rob
Canter why he
did student council his response just backed up the long
suspected truth. "You have no idea
how good those pancakes are."
A rumor was that the student
council members were able to work
harder on a full stomach. Any confirmations of that
report are yet ‘You have no idea
to be found.
how good those
So if
pancakes are’
you see any of
them in the
hallways roaming the corridor smelling
extra like syrup just look at them and
say, "We figured it out. Everyone
knows you're only in it for the free
food."

Self Conscious
Teen Receives
Children's Menu
by Captain Underscoreboard
It was a dark and stormy
night. The pitter-patter of rain on
the windowsill reminded the
young stable boy how much
work could be done if only it
wasn't raining. He sat in the stable, as many stable boys do, and
looked upon his most faithful of
steeds.
This is not the story of a
stable boy.
This last weekend at the
local Chili's Bar and Grill, a
seemingly average family
entered the confines of the
restaurant in search of a homecooked meal. But all was not as
plain and simple as it seemed.

Professor Snape To Teach
AP Chemistry at DHS
By Flagstaff Roberts
HOGWARTS- After our beloved
Professor Snape left Hogwarts in
the 6th Harry Potter book he was
unemployed. Poor Snape.
That was why, being the
accepting folk that we are at
Deerfield High School, hired him
to teach Advanced Placement
Chemistry.
When he applied for a
teaching job at Deerfield his
application said that he preferred
teaching Defense of the Dark
Arts but would if necessary,
teach Potions.
We were sad to break the
news to our dear Professor that
we had neither of those classes
here at Deerfield. We did tell him
that chemistry was the closest
thing we had, and when he
showed us a few of those combustion reactions, the deal was
Professor Snape in his new red Deerfield Robes AP PHOTO
sealed.
We were hesitant, howevNew Trier had rejected him, for examer, to hire Snape because we knew of his dark
ple, and they faced severe consequences. They
background. It was rumor that he had killed a
recently had some grave dark magic occurrfew people. But that was neither here nor
there.
SEE SNAPE, PAGE 5

For as the family was to be taken
to there seats, the eldest 14 year
old son noticed a trend that was
strikingly familiar.
"They did it again mom,
they gave me that stupid children's menu again," said Bernie
Borgenstein to the dismay of his
family and other people in the
restaurant. "Every time they do
this, it's like they think I'm not
mature enough for the big boy
menus. At this rate, I'm never
going to get a girlfriend."
At receiving the childrens
menu he turned a bright scarlet
in the cheeks and made all
efforts to switch seats. He then
threw a temper tantrum like a 7
year old.
"I was actually quite
appalled by my son's behavior
that evening, I usually don't
allow the word stupid to be used
in my house. From the looks of

that temper tantrum, he probably
should have gotten that kids
menu!" declared Marlene, the
boy's embarrassed mother.
“He really was creating
quite a scene,” busboy Chuck
Sanderwagon said.
However, this wasn't the
first time this has happened to
Bernie. His short stature and
passé hairdo
‘At this rate,
had caused
I’m never
him to
receive end- going to get a
less turmoil girlfriend’
from his
peers, teachers, family members,
and assorted elected local officials.
Friends would be among
that list if he had them, which to
numerous reports he doesn't.
When asked about the friends he
SEE MENU, PAGE 3

Ricky Martin Found
Living in Wyoming
Cave by Romulus Glenn
CHEYENNE, WY—After what
seemed to be a larger than life, but
still expected, 15 minutes of fame,
Latin music mogul Ricky Martin
found himself atop the world.
“You cannot believe how
good it feels to be here right now.
I mean, to think that a couple
months ago I was just some very
good-looking soap opera star and
now I’ve come to this…doing virtually the same thing” Martin
allegedly said in a 1999 press conference.
But Martin’s good looks,
and gung-ho personality have not
taken him to the promised land of
perpetual riches, friends and even
SEE CAVE, PAGE 2
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Igneous Rock Sells
For 3.2 Million on
Ebay

Local Kid Thinks He Can Just
Make His Own Oil

By Lloyd Samskadon

By Ply Obbert

SOMEHWHERE IN GREENLANDThe seller Tami Redvan really didn’t
think anyone would buy her igneous
rock. Thats why she put it up on Ebay.
If you asked
anyone else
in the
world, they
probably
would have
said the
same thing
too. I mean,
come on, who would buy an igneous
rock, let alone an igneous rock for
more than $10?
Jeff Wobberman obviously
wanted it. He wanted it 3.2 million
dollars bad.
We asked him what prompted
this buy. He replied, “Well I’ve loved
rocks since I can remember.”
We asked his parents if there
was any truth to this. Mother Marie
Wobberman confirmed this. “The first
word he ever said was igneous. Not
mama or dada.” And then she burst
into tears.
Jeff Wobberman later told us
how huge of a rock fanatic he is. “I
mean I have every type of igneous
rock that they ever made. If you want
to talk about it my screen name is iluvrocks0304 and my website is
www.iamtherockdudemansheeba.com.
Its all there.”

BAYTOWN, NJ – As
Frank O’Solly sat
in his basement
playing Halo on
Xbox for the
eleventh straight
hour, his mother
came down and
turned on the news
channel.
The local
ABC news for the
area was detailing
the extreme raise in
gasoline prices and
how it had to do
with the increase
demand and those
guys in Saudi
Arabia.
That gave
the little mischievous Frank a great
idea of his own.
A picture of the oil that Frank tried to conjure in his high tech laboratory
Those who (corner) Frank in his dream of oil (above)
were watching him
said he ran out of his house into the middle of his street and announced to the world, “I’m going to
make my own oil!”
He then ran in his lab and was there for three consecutive weeks before his dad knocked and
the door and broke the news to him.
FRANKS GOURMET OIL RECIPE
“Son, you just can’t make your own
-1/2 cup tomatoes
-1 pinch of salt
oil.”
-2 gallons water
-4 1/2 lbs vinegar
After that Frank ran away to California -3 pints apple sauce
-3/4 cup tuna
where he started his own restaurant.
-2 tbsp black dye
-8 gallons of fun

CAVE:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

baked goods.
The 26-year old Martin
decided to take what he called “a
little catnap”. But what appeared
to be a minor disappearance from
the limelight such as those of the
Baha Men, those who wrote the
Macarena, and Molly Ringwald,
eventually turned into a cata-

strophic vanishing of the Latin
Lover.
After fading away from
Hollywood in late 1999, it came
into hind‘What he found
sight that
was unfath‐
Ricky
Martin had
omable’
sank to the
bottom of
Davey John’s Lock.
Until just recently, almost
everyone had believed that Ricky

Martin had completely fallen off
the face of the planet, or perhaps
even perished. On 7/19/05, archeologist JoJo McHenry, a fiery
young bloke from Murray State
University was exploring a
Wyoming cave, just miles north
of Yellowstone national park.
What he found was
unfathomable.
He found the Hispanic
hip-hopper lying curled up in a
ball in the corner of a cave now

called Barakamatu Mountain. He
was listening to the Macarena by
Los Del Rio on repeat and it
appears as if he has been doing so
for the last five years.
Others who have listened
to the Macarena for years straight
include anybody who ever listened to music in the mid-late
90’s. It appears as if Ricky Martin
is just one of us again. Just living
in a cave.
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What did the infamous Richard Martin
(above) think about living in a cave? The
face says it all
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doesn't have,
young Bernie
replied, "I don't
do friends."
"I just
thought he might
want something
to play with, he
seemed like one
of the lonely sorts
of people that
come every Tuesday night for Bingo and sample
Chili's cheeses," said hostess Victoria Buckingham,
"I mean who doesn't love crayons!"
When asked about the state of Chili's after
the event, busboy Chuck Sanderwagon was quoted
saying, "I wish not to be quoted."

Rock Paper
Scissors Tourney
Turns Catastrophic
STUDENT UNION-Hopes were up with a
cycle 34 day lingering in the near future. But,
little did we know that controversy would
break out in the serene "Student Union."
A game was being played in tournament
format with all three essentials. Rock-PaperScissors. Fierce and mighty competitor
Johnathan Woodson was cleaning out the field
of 16 contenders all competing for the right to
be declared "Rock-Paper-Scissors Champion,"
and a plaque in the Student Union.

Mother Still
Brags About
“Cute” Bar
Mitzvah
Theme
HIGHLAND PARK- Mother of two from
Highland Park, Illinois, Edith Bergbaum is still
bragging about her son's cute bar mitzvah
theme.
This comment would not seem to outrage many people, had it
not been that she is sixtyfive years old and her son,
Abe Bergbaum is currently
forty-one years of age.
When recently
interviewed by The
Flipside, Edith claimed,
"Oh, I can't help it. It's just
so cute!"
What was the theme, we asked. "Well,

The infamous win of the steadfast paper over his archrival the rock. Wow, what a finish! AP PHOTO

With referees Peter Cullins and Bob
Jamison closely eyeing the players, there was
clearly no cheating going on, or at least we
thought so.
With the semifinals coming to a closure,
the competitive attitude was too much for
defending champ Yoky Flanders to handle.
We had our final. A classic duo. David
vs. Goliath, Ali vs. Frazier and now Woodson
vs. Gunnersberg.
In a series best of 5, the score was at a
deadlock 2-2. Hearts would be broken and
careers would be made. No matter what happend, both of their lives were going to change
forever.
Woodson chose rock, and Gunnersberg,
choose the reliable paper (picture above).
Woodson was petrified. Gunnersberg jumped in
victory and pumped his fist through the air like

he just dont care.
But, it appeared Gunnersberg had
released his paper split seconds after Woodson
had released the daring rock. Bob Jamison
the tape and it was
‘Hearts reviewed
clear that he did make his
too late. A decision
would be decision
that has changed his life.
This scandal will go
broken’
down as one of the biggest in
Deerfield High School Township history along
with the time Randolph lost his essay in the
library. And to this moment, may Jon
Woodson’s plaque lay in the Student Union
with pride.
-Colonel Repture(Staff Writer)

he was always a big
fan of safari and
other wild animals.
He had pictures of
lions, gnats,
armadillos, giraffes,
and of course, the
wallaby, all hanging
in his room. So at
the party, each table
was a different animal. Isn't that
adorable!" she clamored.
Yes, Edith.
Yes.
How has this
affected her son,
Abe's life? Well,
Abe is currently
paying off his student loans and living
in a diner eating
Lucky Charms® out
of the box (with
The background for the theme of Abe’s Bar Mitzvah twenty
skim milk). He
eight years ago AP PHOTO
lastspends most of his time in
a Denny’s in southwest New Mexico. So, to be ing and insightful career as a mere man of business.
honest, it hasn't affected him whatsoever.
This claim by his mother though, has
allowed him to keep his status quo of the town, Sal Holds
maintaining homeostasis throughout his long-
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OPINION OK, Come on
I Really Don’t
Know Which
Super Power I
Want

Teachers, What’s
up With All This
Homework?

by Austin Graypad

By Melbo Azurky

Recently, I have been asked about super
heroes, or more specifically, super powers. What
super power is the greatest super power of all?
Well, as an M.D. in super hero affairs, I have come
to learn that super powers are a very delicate thing
and must accent the way you will use them.
If there was any one super power to have it
would definitely be immortality. The tricky thing
about super powers is to get combinations correct.
Being tortured for all of eternity by evildoers can
come with immortality and therefore, it must be
paired with invincibility.
With the knowledge that one cannot feel
physical pain and cannot die, courage is not in
absence. Fighting will be easy because you can
never get tired, and because you never get hurt,
getting old comes in only age, not appearance.
For those of us that just want super powers
for the fun of it or because we are lazy, the perfect
power would be teleportation paired with invisibility.
Invisibility is a very touchy subject in the
super world. For one thing, would ones clothes
become invisible with the person who occupies
them? Would you be able to walk through walls
and furniture? Would dogs still be able to see you?
Could you still make noise? All of these questions
need to be answered when picking the perfect
strength of invisibility. Personally, I would say
that clothes and anything (or anyone) that touches
the person that is going invisible, while he is going
invisible, should go invisible with him or her. Any
solid could be walked through and no dog would
be the wiser.
Teleportation is another story. There is only
one big question that needs to be answered before
choosing this power; do you have to see the place
before you teleport to it? The answerer is yes. If
one wants to teleport to Quebec to pet a Mounty,
then he just can't think the word Quebec, he might
either land on an almanac under the Canada section, or in the blistering cold of the French section
of Canada. He could end up anywhere in the entire
province. This is not good. POOF! To the fridge
for a soda! The more specific, the better.
Super powers are a touchy subject and
when choosing one, one can miss a detail so important that his life might be ruined. So heed this
warning, before conducting any crime fighting,
with or without super powers, please do some
research on the subject first and ask you doctor.
SEE SUPER POWERS, PAGE 6

of the dreadful homework.
A picture of the specific Ronny
DEERFIELD- All right everyone, I've
Gray at age three before being corrupted
been going to school for all this time and by homework. Just ten years later, Ronny
I have a big question for all of you.
had aged and gotten this new homework.
What's up with all of this homework?
Look what it did to him!
Seriously, we go to school for
Look! It's proven. Homework
school for almost seven hours five days a increases wrinkles. You think I'm making
week for the whole year. Do you know
it up? I'm not making it up! Look below!
how much time that is? Let me give you
All right, I cannot stand you stuban idea. Its 6,552,349 seconds. Per year.
born people with all of your homework.
That means over 85 billion seconds of
You know what else? Homework increastime spent in school. And they still need
es your chances of attracting the chicken
extra time to give you homework! Isn't
pox. Why do you think everyone gets the
85 billion seconds enough?
chicken pox? It's because they all get
We need to develop a more effihomework!
cient system if you can't finish all the
We even talked about it in health!
AFTER
TEN YEARS OF
BEFORE
HOMEwork in 85 billion
WORK EXPOSURE HOMEWORK EXPOSURE
seconds.
Homework is outrageous! Many
Homework is
esteemed firms have
unhealthy! It's true. So
published scientific
just stop with all this
studies on the detrinonsense and get rid
mental effects homeof homework.
work has on the stuSeriously, there
dents over physical,
has to be a better way
mental, social, and
to do this! You could
spiritual wellness.
just teach it all in class
For example, the well-known
and that way it would ensure that people
Department of Health just published a
paid attention. Because if everything
study revealing the negative nature of
depends on what happens in school, peohomework. I'm not making it up! Look
ple are bound to care.
below!
It’s all true. So let’s hop to it and
Also a sample test was conducted get rid of this bad, cruel, unnecessary,
on a student to see the first hand effects
corrput homework institution.
The Effect of Homework on Teenagers

od

go

With Homework
No Homework

bad

2005
Department of
Health Study
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such as a student getting turned
into pasta and the doors started speaking
jibberish.
Niles North, also was known to
use dark magic to win back sophomore
state field hockey championships. Those
dreadful cadets.
Deerfield High School was not
about to have this fate.
We had a talk with Professor
Snape about his lesson plans for the first
couple weeks of school.
"Why, we will start them off with
something easy," he said in his sinister
voice. "We may boil newts into phosphorous or something of the like."
Overall the Deerfield High School
populace is honored to have the renowned
Professor Snape as a teacher.

Dunkin’
Donuts
Changes Name
to Be
Politically
Correct
by Anfernee Van Tarkus
MASSACHUSETTS-Leading donut
and coffee provider Dunkin’ Donuts
has announced that it is changing its
name to ‘Donuts That You May
Dunk If You Want To’ following a
lawsuit from disgusted consumer
Michael Coomer. “I was outraged by
the name and the implications that it
had” says Coomer. “Although I prefer to dunk my donuts, I wanted to
have the official
right to choose not
to, and I am
thrilled with the
name change.”
“Free country?” continued
Coomer, “Let me
tell you something
folks, this is not a
free country. There
will always be
those telling you
what to do and
what not to do, to
dunk and what not to dunk. I am a
civil rights pioneer a la Malcolm X,
only for donuts.”
Coomer is planning on continuing his tirade against politically
incorrect fast food chains with hopes
of renaming hamburger staple
Burger King ‘Burger King or

Bald Man Receives
Hair Transplants, Life
Goes Haywire
by Rodney Eggsburg
SAN ANTONIO- Times were tough. The
economy was in shambles. The country was
at war at all possible borders. And one bald
man, Hans Bundleberry had had enough…of
his head being bare of hair.
"It was like my forehead was my full
head," said Bundleberry, some many months
ago. He had many frugal attempts to try to
cover up his bald head of hair, but they were
to no effect. His self-confidence was down
and his moral was low, and his toupee, which
he had come to name Marlene, was mustier
than ever.
He had to put it all to an end. In a
final desperate measure he began a dark,
treacherous journey towards a surgery some

Queen’ and is urging cookie supplier
Mrs. Fields to keep her maiden last
name.
“We are ecstatic about the
name change” exclaimed an anonymous Dunkin’ Donuts representative. “We can finally express our
openness to dunkers and nondunkers alike.” However, there is
opposition to this stunning
announcement.
“I’ve been dunking my
donuts here for going on 55 years,
and I’m not going to have some leftwing treehugers tell me that I have
the right not to” says change-resistant and angry old man Clarence
Hubert. “I fought in the Korean War
for the right to dunk my donuts and
not be given the option not to.”
The National Association of
Housewives Who Like to Complain
(NAHWLTC) agreed. “Dunkin’
Donuts are now corrupting our
moral values” said a spokesperson
for the association. “If I gave you
the option to not jump off a bridge,

would you do it?”
The battle rages on and will
likely never be resolved but the
Flipside will continue with full coverage until this war between people
with nothing else to do comes to its
bitter, cold end.

5

refer to as hair transplants.
"I really didn't see why he had to get
them," said wife Bertha Bundleberry, "I had
always loved his smooth bald head. It made
me feel superior to him. I could flaunt my
flowing hair out in front of his baldy bald
face and there was nothing he could do about
it except sit there amidst being bald."
Refusing to heed to his wife's warnings, he went through with the surgery, and
all seemed well for many months. There was
love in his life again, he had received perks at
the workplace, and had received a complimentary Caribou Coffee mug for a job well
done. Yet something was not right…
Despite the surgery, Hans received
nightmares continuously for evening after terrifying evening. In these nightmares, his former toupee stretched fifty feet high and
chased him down until he was cornered, and

SEE TOUPEE PAGE 6

Congress
Changes
National
Anthem to
"Holla Back
Girl"
By Gregory Colwen
In light of recent events
and pop culture influences, the
United States Congress has
changed its national anthem to
the ever-popular jabberwocky
that is "Holla Back Girl."
Congressional
spokesperson, Renard Langert,
spoke of the change. "We feel
as if it is very important that
when the young persons of this
American country recite their
national anthem, they feel the
effervescent need to remove

their shirts, twist it around their
heads, spin it like a helicopter,
and shake their tailfeathers."
Even though the current
national anthem may be a little
lackluster, is it really necessary
to change it to a song that has
taken the nation by storm?
The Pop Culture
Department of Love
spokesman, Quentory Stillwater
said this: "Speaking personally,
I love this decision. It is very
befitting of this nation. 'I ain't
no holla back girl' really represents the liberty of this society
as a whole. Because if you really think about it, aren't we all
'Holla back girls'"? No, not
really.
Stillwater said that this
country truly has "a few times
been around that track. Our
national anthem has been a little bit mundane, and after
Congress refused to change it to
'The World's Greatest', this was
the next best choice."
A controversial decision? Yes. Shocking? Maybe.
Profound? Indubitably.
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Common mistakes made by Super
Heroes·
Don't combine the ability
to make water and to make fire
because then you'd end up with
some weird name like "Steam
Boy," or "Mr. Mist."
·
Flying is not all that it is
cut out to be. When above the
clouds, the sun it hot. Not to mention the bugs flying in your nose,
mouth, and eyes. Also, try breathing in that high of altitude.
·
Don't combine the ability
to control animals and ability to
become any animal. If you get
caught under your own spell…
disaster.
·
Reading minds is fun until
you learn something you don't
want to know, "I can’t believe her
supposed Gucci purse is just a
cheap imitation."
·
Time travel is always disastrous
·
If you have a super name
starting with "doctor" or, "the ultimate," you are setting yourself up
to be a villain
·
Running at the speed of
light is tiring work
·
Being a karate master does
not go far in this age of technology
·
Controlling weather is a
horrible power due the fact that the
enemy can see where you've been
and where you are going by
switching to the Weather Channel.
Stupid powers·
Turning into water
·
Sumo wrestling ability
·
Virus controller
·
Spontaneous combustion
("Mr. President, the world could be
saved by…" BOOM)
·
Honestly, when will X-ray
vision come in handy?
·
Controlling vegetation
("Grow Cucumber!")
·
Breathing fire started the
rule of no kissing on the first date
·
Ability to speak in rhyme
·
Ability to taste and identify
all mustards
·
Ability to talk to animals
(squirrels are so chatty)
·
Knowing all prime numbers
·
Knowing the recipe for the
perfect lemonade
So for all of you who are
planning on becoming a super hero
soon I advise you to beware, and
eat your green vegetables.
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Ask
Tobias
Hey Kids!
My name is Tobias P. Rizzle, and my job here at
The Flip Side is to help you!
Lets say you've been searching your tiny inexperienced noggins for the answer to a question that
just needs answering, but it can't be found! Well
I'm here to help you with that! You can send me
any questions that you would like to be
answered in this beautiful new paper! Just drop
me a line at TobiasPRizzle@gmail.com and that
little e-Postman will deliver your email to my
computer!
Since I don't have that many questions to answer
because this is my first advice column, I'll just
give you some tips to help with school in general!
-Are the upperclassmen giving you young and
tender freshmen trouble in the hallway? Well
there is an easy solution for this! Simply travel
through your schools state of the art ventilation
system. It has been transporting air and vermin
through the school for decades, and now its time
to add children to that list.
-Attend class
-Drink 8 glasses of water everyday
Since this is my first column, I have yet to
receive any questions from you soon to be loyal
readers, but I did discover this email in my next
door neighbor John's trash as I was fishing
through it. I'm pretty sure it was an email, well,
I can't be sure. It sure is hard to read a letter
after it has been through a paper shredder!

WWW.DHSFLIPSIDE.COM
to homecoming but I wasn't sure how, but then I
got this really good idea. I hired a mariachi band
to follow her around school all day and to serenade her with the classics. Then at the end of the
day when she went home, they sang a special
song I wrote for her. It was called, "Will you go
to homecoming with me because I spent a lot of
money on a mariachi band because I was too
nervous to ask you, but if you say yes, I feel that
we will have a good time".
I think it was a great song, but it turned
out that she already has a date. I have one other
problem, I didn't have any money to give the
band, and even though that their music didn't
work, they still want 50 clams a piece.
They told me that they would give me
back my little sister when I pay them. But I have
bigger problems, where am I going to get a
date?
Sincerely,
Hopeless for Homecoming
Dear Hopeless: The best way to handle this
situation is found in the wise words of the
great Mr. Miyagi. As he once said to Danielson, “Wax on, wax off.” Because as we all
know a homecoming date is like wax. So just
get a new thing of wax. And then wax on.
Wax on son.
Dear Tobias: I was eating lunch a couple days
ago just as usual. But then, as the meal concluded, and after I had thrown out my lunch, I realized I had thrown out my ID. What should I do?
-Lost in the Lunchroom
Dear Lost: There’s not much you can do.
You’ll just have to tough it out, walk to the
dumpster and dive in. If you search there for
no more than 23 minutes, I am confident you
will find something that looks somewhat like
and ID.
Well, I'm obviously out of tips. So send me your
questions and I'll be anxiously checking my
email every 5 minutes waiting for them!
-Tobias P. Rizzle

Dear Tobias: I had this really cool way that I
was going to ask this girl to homecoming. Lets
say for our purposes her name is JoAnne. Her
name is not JoAnne, its Tina. But that’s not the
point.
She's really hot and I wanted to ask her

TOUPEE:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

each time right before the toupee was about to
gobble him up into its thick follicles, the dream
would end.
He looked to resolve his problem through
the help of renowned psychiatrist Dr. Paulo
Rollintown. Yet upon his arrival at the appointment he was horrified. His toupee was mysteriously resting atop the psychiatrists' head. He
dashed to his car, only to find it on the dashboard.
He skimmed through his OC Season 2 DVD, only
to find every character, even the glorious Mischa
Barton, to be wearing his toupee.
He woke up. It had all been a bad dream,
everything from the gobbling to the appointment.

Tobias Plankenton Rizzle is a professor at
Harvard University but is on leave to study the
flowers of the world.

He turned over to his beautiful wife, or rather
what used to be his beautiful wife. Overnight, it
had seemed, all her hair had fallen out and she
was as bald as he had been. She seemed to make
the motions of brushing her hair, and yet, as far as
Hans could see, she wasn't brushing any hair at
all.
"How's my hair look this morning?" asked
Mrs. Bundleberry, who was fishing for a compliment.
He was faced with two grim choices;
either offer a hairpiece to her, an idea that terrified him, or live with a bald wife for the rest of
his days.
"You look great honey"
Some things are better left unsaid…
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How Red Zone
Are You?

Horoscopes
Aries (March 21-April 19). Today is a 3. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "The Unforgiver."
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Today is a 4. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "The Rock."

You wake up in the morning at
7:34, the first thing you do is..
A. Brush your teeth.
B. Wash your face.
C. I don’t wake up at 7:34.
D. No red. No zone.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Today is a 5. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Moose Walker."

If the glass is half empty, what
drink resides in that glass?
A. Orange juice.
B. Cider from the old mill.
C. High quality H2O
D. Ketchup. It’s as red as you can
get.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Today is a 6. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Jo Rob."

The tennis coach approaches you
on a warm summers eve, you...
A. Say, “I dont play tennis”
B. Shake hands firmly and give hi-fives all around
C. Are off to the gym to lift. I bench 350.
D. Are going to the football game to cheer with the zone

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Today is an 8. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "The Fork."

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Today is an 8. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Tuna Jim."

How many licks does it take you to get to the center of a Tootsie Roll
pop?
A. Who eats those?
B. The last time I counted it was 73.
C. Yes.
D. I only eat the red Tootsie Roll pops.
If you had to play a board game with Frankenstein you would play..
A. Chess
B. Rock, paper, scissors
C. Monopoly
D. Football
Mostly As: You’re as far away from red as it can get. You know what!
You’re green.
Mostly Bs: I wouldn’t let you in the red zone if you paid me. Actually
I would, but you’d have to pay me at least $30.
Mostly Cs: You are almost Red Zone.
Mostly Ds: You’ve been a Red Zoner since a fetus.

Obituaries
Four days ago, a goldfish named Demeter
died in a terrible occurrence. Her father ate
her. This was a very
surprising death.
Demeter will always be
remembered for how
she enjoyed long walks
on the beach of her
aquarium and collecting pebbles.
Two days ago, a goldfish named Dashe died.
He was a brother of a
goldfish Demeter that

died two days earlier.
Speculation is that the
owner poisoned him,
he got eaten, or they
died from the old age
of about 4000 years
old. Dashe was fond of
the jumble and would
help his owner do it
every day. He also
wore a helmet when he
swam, but no one
knows why. The world
will miss you Dashe.
A piece of clay broke
yesterday in art class.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). Today is an 8. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Reddy."
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). Today is a 4.5. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "The Clown."
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Today is a 3.14159. There
shall be stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues
will nickname you "The Doorstep."
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Today is a 10. There shall
be stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "The Turnaround."
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Today is a 1. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Leap Frog."
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Today is a 2. There shall be
stormy seas on your ship of life today. Colleagues will
nickname you "Speak at the Sky."

Classifieds
I am selling a goldfish named Cronus.
He was a good fish until about four
days ago when he might have eaten his
children goldfish. I can't really stand
him any more. If you want to buy him,
he likes to eat bread and is very paranoid. Call 1-800-4CRONUS for more
details. The price is negotiable.
For sale: Two ball-point pens. $4.00
each. Contact the bookstore in that
main hall that no one knows the name
of.

INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A MEM BER
OF T H E F L I P S I D E ?
E!MAIL
THEMAN@
DHSFLIPSI DE
.COM
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SUDOKU

PICTURE THIS
7 2

4

7
1
4 3
6
4
1
5 8
7
2 7
...HEAVY WINDS HAVE BEEN STIRRING UP IN
WASHINGTON. THEY’VE DECIDED TO CALL IT
HURRICAN BUSH...

NUMBERS

3

3

5 1
6
8

8
1 5

7

Directions:
Complete the grid
so that each row,
column, and 3x3
box in bold has
every digit 1-9, with
no repeats.
Quick Fact:
The puzzle Sudoku
is a logic game that
means single number from the
Japanese words su
(number) and doku
(single).

CROSSWORD
by GEOFFREY QUENT

187

ACROSS

The number of doors at DHS. That’s it.
There’s nothing clever about it. Seriously,
Vernon Capppon spent two hours counting
them. Next week. Knobs. Wait, shouldn’t it be
the same number? I heard they store knobs in
the studio theatre...see if there is any truth to
that.

Man, this question about Dr.
Pepper is impossible!

what type of test the
lunchroom supervisor
gave

Our mission here at The Flipside is to provide you, the reader, with a few laughs and a great jumble and crossword puzzle. The articles are satirical and are not meant to offend
anyone. Thank you.

1. They cover the
mouth
5. Use money
10. Guitar charts
14. Once more
15. Ambiences
16. ___ of Man
17. Deerfield High
School’s Red Zone
20. Involving a space
21 Forks buddies
22. Winged
23. Sheep sounded
25. Doctrine; Darwin
and Buddha have them
27. To throw out, in tag
28. Show again, as a
TV show
29. Small buffalo
30. Timber can't grow
past here
33. Foe
34. Old Spice’s Red
Zone
37. Oval fruit
40. Congressman
44. Sky or Navy
45. Another time
47. Tending towards:
suff.
48. Be ill
49. Suffered
50. Levied
52. Quickly look
54. Not drunk
55. Peyton Manning’s
Red Zone
59. Hooved mammal
60. Actor's home
61. Plant gel
62. Aesthetically talented
63. _____ and Gomorra
64. Ancient Lycian city

STAFF keeshin, zwick, kogan, kaufman, stein, salinger, elkind

www.dhsflipside.com!

DOWN
1.Fon du ______
2.Asthmatic’s device
3.Baronage?
4.Dessert quality
5.Part of a boat
6.Quip
7.Physics term
8.Bahamas’ capital
9.Dig out more
10.One of the Jackson’s
11.Foolish
12.Bloom
13.Congressional rep.
18. Explorer John
19. Eastern fish
22. Clever
23. Contort
24.Biology term
26. Part of Pilgrim’s
ship?
28._____ de Janeiro
29.Part of ADL
31.Razor’s _____
32. Summer horoscope
33.London's country, for

short
35.Bug Spray
36.Grass appendage?
37.A degree
38.Straight edge’s purpose
39.Empty group
41. Like a temptress
42. A muscle that turns a
part toward the outside
43. Roses are this color
45. A means of
approaching
46. Specific section of a
city
49. Also
50. Pull
51. Perpendicular
53. Breezy
54. Plant's body?
55. Mount of central
Crete
56. Possessed
57. Self
58. Affirmative response

